CUBBIE LOCKERS
The GSS Cubbie Locker has been designed
with younger children in mind. The open
design, different shelf configurations and
sturdy construction will provide efficient,
maintenance free storage for many years.
12" wide
storage

Cubbies are constructed in stand-alone
banks to accommodate 3, 4 or 5 students
per unit. The units can be installed end to
end and back to back to make the best use
of available floor space. Cubbies can be
easily secured to the floor and wall.

2 coat hooks

CUSTOMIZABLE PERSONAL SPACE.
Cubbies provide flexible, efficient storage in
a 48" high, 12" wide storage area. Perfect
for younger students and for general open,
visible storage requirements anywhere.
Available in many custom color powder
coated finishes. Purchase knocked down
or assembled.

Cubbies include 2 shelves and one garment
storage compartment. The shelves can be
configured as shown with 2 upper shelves
or with one upper and one lower shelf.
All garment compartments include 2
coat hooks.
AVAILABLE IN
+ One height - 48"
+ Each cubbie is 12" wide
+ Three depths - 12", 15" and 18"
+ Banks of three, four or five
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PRO LINE Z LOCKERS
The Pro Line Locker from GSS has been
designed to provide for storage of longer
garments in a 2 tier configuration. The
Pro Line is an ideal locker for adult use
in any environment.

Sloping tops

Manufactured by GSS to our exacting
specifications, this locker will be
maintenance free and retain its
appearance for many years.

Single
point latch

Doors are full double pan all welded
construction and a full length hinge
for long life and secure storage of your
valuables. The lockers are the strongest
most secure lockers available in the
marketplace today.

Double
tier locker
compartments

AVAILABLE IN

APPEARANCE AND PERFORMANCE
GSS Pro Line Z Lockers are designed for
use in Educational, Institutional, Industrial,
Commercial, Mining, Sports, Golf and
Government facilities.

+ One height - 72"
+ Three widths - 12", 15" and 18"
+ Three depths - 12", 15" and 18"

Available in many custom color powder coated
finishes. Purchase assembled, knocked down or
fully welded bodies.
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